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Introduction 

Strong motivation for the preparation of this 

thesis was provided by the faculty of the Rice Institute, 

in requiring it for the Hi# D# degree* A aeondnry goal 

in preparing the paper was to present the materiel in 

such a simple and logical arrangement and with such 

forceful clarity of exposition that it would make e 

valuable addition to the shelves of the librarian of 

the Institute* The literature is so rich in material 

bearing on the subject matter of the thesis that it 

was necessary to choose with great care.those topics 

deemed most suitable for a work of this kind*, Among 

the mathematicians whose contributions to the theory 

play an especially important part.in.this paper are, 

Behnk, Carton, and Thullen, who did much of their 

most significant work on the subject between the years 

of 1930 and 1935* 

In the first four chapters it was desired to give 

a fair resume of some of the more important parts of 

those branches of the theory suggested by their respective 

headings. In the fifth chapter it was not at all the 

purpose to give an adequate treatment of singularities 

and meromorphic functions, inasmuch as the paper is 



more properly concerned with analytic functions 3 but only 

to define singularities end mercmcrphic functions* and. 

to suggest sere© problems in the field which hove been 

considered, nasi their relations.to certain properties 

■of analytic functions® 

throughout the paper, mashers in parentheses usually 

refer to the bibliography*. The bibliography itself is 

Intended to give a partial list of works bearing m 

the subject* It is hoped that It will provide a starting 

point for further reading in tbs literature by those 

whom this paper may fill with a passionate desire to 

learn more of analytic functions of two independent 

complex variables* 
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CHAPSEB 1 

Representation and Definition 



Representation of two independent complex variables 

Investigations of functions of two complex variables 

will of necessity be directed largely according to the 

conception of the investigator of the space in which the 

two variables dwell* Forsyth (4J) discusses three 

geometrical representations of the variables* If z,z’ 

represent the bwo complex variables, z r x + iy, 

z* a x* + iy*, x, y, x*» y* being real, it is 

apparent that a representation in real space of the 

two complex variables must admit variations of four 

quantities# In ordinary space, four independent 

coordinates are necessary and sufficient to fix a 

straight line, so that a line may be thought of as the 

geometrical entity representing the two variables simul¬ 

taneously; or, two points, each varying in a plane, may 

be considered as representing the variables. Such able 

mathematicians as Vivanti and Picard have found these 

representations useful* 

A concept of the habitat of the two variables which 

is simpler in many respects is that of four-dimensional 

space* Hot only does it appear to be a more direct 

generalization of the usual representation of a single 



complex variable, but its general!sationt to eases where 

more than two complex variables are to be considered is 

more immediate. From this point of view, that noble 

being which represents two independent complex variables 

is considered a creature of a higher order than ourselves, 

requiring a four-dimensional space in which to live, move, 

and have his being. He will be denoted by the symbol (a,a 

or (x,y#x
,,y,)t x, y, x*, and y* being the Cartesian 

coordinates of the point in the four-space. 

In discussing functions of two complex variables 

relative to their representation in four-dimensional space 

it will be convenient to assume well-known properties of 

this space, In this connection, open, connected point 

sets will be referred to as domains, while the term region 

will refer to a domain plus some or all of its limit 

points* 

Two types of neighborhoods of a point (z0,zp 

will be considered? 

The hypersphere, denoted by 8(z0,z£,r) is the domain 

consisting of all points (a,a*) which satisfy the 

condition? (a * z0[z * |a* - a£| 
2
 < r2 , or, 

(x-x0)2 + (y~y0)
z
 + (x»-x») 2 - (y’*y£) 2< r2i 



® bicylinder (or dicylinder) P(z0#z£,r) is the domain 

consisting of all points (z,z*) satisfying the conditions 

(z-z0; <. r and ^ r » or, 

C x-x0 / + (y-y0)
2 * r2, and (x*-x|)2 + (y*-y0

,N)2 < r% 

Sfhis latter concept may he generalized to obtain a 

definition of a generalized bicylinder. Let T, I' 

be domains in the z and z1 planes respectively* The 

set of points (z,z’) for z in T, s’ in T’, constitutes 

the generalized bicylinder* 

It is clear that every neighborhood of either type 

contains a neighborhood of the other type* 

Definition of an analytic function of two complex variables 

As the title of the paper suggests, the central 

theme is one concerning analytic functions of two 

complex variables* Further discussion will unquestionably 

be facilitated by an adequate definition of analyticity 

for such functions* The term "function of two complex 

variables" here refers to a complex function of two 

complex variables! that is, to a complex quantity 

w as u + iv s £(8*2*)* where z a x + iy, z1 a x* + iy*, 

and where u and v are real functions of x» y, x*, and y** 



In the dim dawn of the ancient beginnings of the 

subject, two definitions (6L , p„ 111) of analjrticity 

were proposed*- The first, proposed by Weierstrass, 

required that the function be developable in a double 

Cauchy-Tayijor* s series in a neighborhood of any point of 

its domain of definitions the second, proposed by Cauchy, 

requires that the function be analytic in each variable 

separately, and continuous in all taken at once* The 

second definition is often considered to offer the better 

approach, and it is this definition, with one modification, 

that will be used here, Osgood (£&) points out that 

the continuity condition in the definition is a consequence 

of the other, though he finds it convenient to retain the 

condition for a time* Here, however, the condition of 

continuity will be discarded from the first, and a 

function of two complex variables will be said to be 

analytic in a domain if it is analytic in each variable 

when the others are fixed* A function will be said to 

be analytic at a point if it is analytic in a neighborhood 

of the point, and analytic on a point set, if it is 

analytic at each point of the set, 

Osgood showed in 1899 {L3) that such functions, if 

bounded in a domain, possess derivatives of all orders, 



iterated said mixed. In 1900 he further proved (&4) 

that the functions heed he hounded over only a 

subdomain of the given domain# H&rtogs, in 1906 (^/), 

removed the restriction of boundedness, proving that 

if a function is analytic in each variable separately 

in a domain, it is then analytic in all the variables? 

that is, derivatives of all orders exist, iterated and 

mixed# As will be seen later, it follows that many 

well-known properties of functions of single complex 

variable hold for analytic functions of two complex 

variables as defined above t continuity, expansibility 

in ewer series, ete. 

The following lemma on functions of a single 

variable will be useful in the proof of the first theorem 

of Osgood# 

Lemma 

Let f(z) be analytic and bounded in the domain Dj - 

|f(s)| £ M for s in D* Let A be a domain whose closure 

is interior to D, and "K the closed region A plus the 

limit points of A? let d be the distance from T to the 

boundary of D, and let I be the length of the boundary 

of D# Then for z and z+h interior to A, the following 

relations are valid! 

(1) |f(z+h) - f(s)| < 1 thl^2~- 



(2) | Ms) I * M a 

(S) 
£(s»h) *» f(a) 

■ r  
KJhl_0 

2. TV 

Thee© relations follow readily from Cauchy*© formula,. 

Osgood*e theorea 

Suppose \f(sff3
,)| M for s in the btoyllnder 

PCso.s^.j.r) i l s-20 ] < p, | s *»s * | < s*s and suppose that 

for every point (s1#a
?i) is P(s0»s|,r) 9 f(s,s|) is 

analytic ia z for|a»ao\ <r, and f(si,a*) is analytic 

in a* for|s’-z£[<• v0 Then if r* < r* the derivatives 

of all orders fi iterated and ®!xc&* exist and are 

continuous and bounded in the bicylindor P(a0»So*r
,)» 

Proofs 

Iterated derivatives t 

This is a direct consequence of the 'analyticity in. 

each variable, which implies that all the iterated . 

derivatives exist* Eolation (2) implies that the derivative 

is uniformly bounded in the bicylindor P(s0»s^»r
,)f and 

(3) implies that the derivative is equi«*unifomly continuous 



in P(s0#2^,r{) t that is, the men sure off uniform continuity 

in a particular variable, say s, depends only on the bound 

S and the Mcylinders P(s0,So*r) and P(s0,s^,r’) and 

net on the fixed values assumed by the other variable* 

Mixed derivatives* 

Let hjj be a sequence off complex quantities approaching 

0 as n—> a Consider the sequence of functions 

Pn (2,a*) r n 

From relation (3), 

Fn - ) ff 
> s ■I 

4 
h, I k 

where fc depends only on the geometrical regions considered* 

Hence Fn -* JlJL uniformly with respect to z and a* 

as n -* OQ * 

Let (ai,s|) be any point of P(s0is£,r) and consider 

Fa(s,sl), Fn(sj,a') as functions off s end-a* alone, 

respectively# By the ftoierstrass theorem for functions of 

a single variable, the limit function of Fr> 

■is an analytic -function of s’, and from (2), \j[ 
J * 

is bounded for (s„3?5 in P(s0,20*,r*)* Hence the second 

order derivatives „ and 
Til s* 

V.,^ exist and 
OTV 



are uniformly bounded in P(2o»so*r,)« 

By a repetition of this argument with f(s,s’) 

replaced by _A_ f(s,z’) it is easily seen that the 
^ s 

third order derivatives exist and are uniformly bounded 

in PCaoj&^r*); and hence by en obvious induction, the 

same is true of the mixed derivatives of all orders# 

Hartogs * Theorem 

Let f(z,z*) be defined in a four-dimensional region 

B# Suppose that for every point () of B the 

functions f(z,^) and #z*) are analytic in the 

corresponding two-dimensional regions# Then £(3,2’) is 

analytic in (z,z’) in B, that is, the derivatives of all 

orders, iterated and mixed, exist and are continuous and 

bounded in every region interior to B* 

As aids in proving this theorem, four preliminary 

lemmas will be used, one from the theory of functions of 

a complex variable, and the others relating to functions 

of a real variable, in particular some relating to 

harmonic functions# 



Lemma (l) 

Let f(z) be .analytic for |z 1 - Rs non-vani shing for 

\z\ * R, having zeros at aj, |a^( * H (i s l^,***^) 

(in the sequence a^, a zero of multiplicity m occurs m 

times) * Pom the function 

(4) -rr(s) BP 
&T «* Z B~. - Z 

g—z— * * * -p—z 
E - z Es • UJJ 2 

Then the function g(z) 

analytic function for 

Jf(z)l 

ifU)| 

f(«) 
*7T(S) 
E for -which 

is a non-vanishing 

* |g(s)| , for lz\ s R, 

^ |g(z)| » for | zl < H, 

Proof 

It is sufficient to observe that the transformation 

vr a R 
R2 - ’a^s 

maps the circle |z 1 < R on the circle tw 1 i 1, and 

the circumference on the circumference* Then (TT (z)( « 1 

for \z\ * R, and ["Vt (z) ^ 1 for |s\ < R* The 

remainder of the lemma is obvious* 

The Poisson integral for harmonic functions and 

some simple consequences will be Used* 
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For a function tt(r, f) harmonic for 0 ir iH, 

Poisson1s integral formula is 

2TT 

(5) »(r, <t) - — (    —. «»• p 
2^ J R2 + r2 » 2rR oos( <$•<* <p) 

Some immediate consequences arot 

,2if 

(i) u(0,0) s 
2 if 

(H) If u(R#jp ) ^ 0, then 

<2TT 

(6) u(r, cp) £ -1- f -JL-ZJZ- 
Zff V R2 «*.*r *• 2rR 

o(R 

R 4 r 

R # r 
«(040) 

(ill) If 0 s u(R,¥0 £ a* < 2-tr t and 

if on a set of points is 0 i 21T of measure 2/7 * 

u has the property 0 - u(R6 <T * then 

(7) n(r, 9) - ( T + ■— J )* 05^ a* 

o £> ^ <. * 

V 



(i) and (ii) are obvious, (iii) follows from (6) 

of (ii), using elementary properties of the Lebesgue 

integral; 

The conclusion of (iii) remains valid without the 

restriction that u(R,^) be non-negativej that is, 

Lemma (2) 

If u(r, cf) is any harmonic function on 0 < r ^ R 

such that u(R,t/y). £ a, 0 - - 2 , and u(R,^) < £ 

for ^ in a set of measure 2 «. y # then 

0 ^ r * R, 0 i ^ ^ ZrC , 

Proof 

Write u(R, %>) s v( ^) + w( , where 



max $ and z max [o, u(R,(p)J , 

w((^ ) s min £b, u(R,^)J • Then 

(9) u(r»^) s v(r* <p) +v/(ref
3), where 

.^rr 
(10) v(r, (p ) « „-i- ( —- Sl±jd 

27T J R2 i»2 «> 2rR cos ($ ~ ^) v( )d ^ 

(11) w(r,(^)s 

<^77 /* <0 
1 / R pfc 

27T / R^ + - 2rR cos (c/- ^ ) 
0 

w( ^ )d (£> 

The hypotheses of (iii) are satisfied by v(r, (f), 

hence v(r,ft ) satisfies the conclusion (7) of (iii)* 

Prom the fact that w(^ ) ^ 0, and from (ll), it is 

evident thatw(r,(/') 6 0, The conclusion of Lemma (2) 

is immediate. 

An important theorem in the theory of Lebesgue 

measure is the Ergoroff theorem whose proof is to be 

found in most books on real variables* A slightly 

altered form whose proof is omitted is the following: 

Lemma (S) 

Let j%(^)} , be a sequence of functions defined 

on 0 < ^ 2-rf t such that Un( 
(P/) A $ for n ^ n( (f)* 



Then for every positive number ^ and every positive number ^ 

there exists a set ^ of measure 2 TT - and a 

positive integer n(^,vj ) such that un(^ ) ^ £ for 

n 5- n(^ rp and for (p in S ^ « 

Combining lemmas (2) and (3) yields 

Lemma(4) 

Let £un(r,^)J be a sequence of functions 

hannonie on 0 < r i R, and let 

un(R, ty) * a for n ^ n0 , 0 2V 

un(R,^) £ 0 for n ^ n(<P)» 

Then for every positive number £ there exists an integer 

n^( 5)) such that 

%(r,<fO for 

Q 4 V £ 2 IT , 0 4 r < R, 

Preparatory to the proof of Hartogs * theorem, the 

following auxiliary theorem will be proved, which seems 

to assume slightly more than the Hartogs theorem. Later 

the auxiliary theorem will be seen to tejMiy Hartogs 

theorem* 



Auxiliary theorem? 

Let £(2,2*) be: 

(i) analytic in z in |zj <P for a’ fixed in 

(s‘l < Qs 

(ii) analytic in z* in (z’|^Q for z fixed in 

|*(<P t 

(iii) bounded in [s| <. P, |gf| <q< Q* 

Then the derivatives of all orders, iterated and 

mixed, of f(z,z*) exist and are continuous and bounded 

in every domain interior to (*( ^ P, (a* ( < Q# 

Proof 

Let A, B be any two positive numbers such that A ^ P, 

B Q, That the derivatives of all orders of f(z,z*) 

exist and are continuous and bounded in \z\ < A, \z>j < B 

will first be proved# Let R*, S be any two number such 

that A ^ R» < P, B ^ S * Q» 

In view of the assumption (ii), the expansion 

cO 

(12) f(z,z') t Z 
0 

is valid for every z such that |z( < P for |z*\ c Q. 

Each fn(z) is analytic for |z| <R», as is seen in writing 
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using the analyticity of —in z and the 

uniform continuity of —in (s|i.R*, 

. s 
the latter being a consequence of assumption (iii) in 

view of Osgood*s theorem# If G denoted the bound of 

|f(s,8*)j i» |z| iH'j |s*| < q, then from (13) 

it is clear that |fn(2)( - G/qn , for |s( - R*. 

Without loss in generality, assume C » 1# Observe that 

lfn(z) ) 8s - 1 for |z| < R*, n ^ n(z), since 

(12 ) converges absolutely for |zl P, (y ( < Q,« It 

is convenient torewrite the conclusions of this paragraphs 
• 

(°^) fn(z) is analytic for \t\ 6. R*, 

(() 1%U)| * l/q» for Ulia*, n. ss 0,1,2, *.* 

(X) lfn(z) ( Sn < 1, for lz(<R«, n^n(z). 

Each fn(z) has at most a finite number of zeros in 

( a | i H', hence the set of points in j s | - R* at which 

any fn(z) vanishes is denumerable# Let R be such 

that A <- R - R* and such that no fn(z) vanishes on 

(s ( £ R (such an R clearly exists)# Write 

%^z 

tf/J* 

where TT^z) is the function associated with fn(z) 

for |a| £ R by means of lemma (l)# 



16 

Using lemma (l), the properties (°^), (|?)» and 

(.V) become; 

0* ) gn(z) is & non-vanishing analytic function 

in fzj:SHj 

({') |gn(Re*^)|q
n ± lt n 8 0,1,2, ... j 

(^') J gnCKe*^) j Sn. < 1, n > n( (f) s 

which are equivalent to the followings 

—§!ll, is a harmonic function 
n 

in 0 i r S E: 

/ >k 
(* ) 

(f)  S.ni. < log S/q, nsM,.., 

log^ gB(Rei^) 1 S**) 0> n^n(^)* 
n 

Applying lemma (4) to the sequence ^°S fl Sn^re^ ^ ^ j t 

(/) 

n 

6t is clear that for every positive number ^ there is 

an integer n-j. (1 ) such that 

log {(gn(rei*) M 
n 

Li < ».♦*. i 
£ J{ „ y ' vj I for 

n 0 ^ ^ - 2TT, 0 ^ r < R* 
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Using this for r s A and using the fact that 

|fn(z) | <|gn(s)\ * it becomes clear that 

fR(z) j S«- £eea for |z| £ A, n'>ni( 'S), (6 

For every positive number S there is a 1 such that 

_R+A 

R ^ * £ * hence for every $ ^ 0 there is an ng(£ ) 

such that 

hence $12) converges absolutely and uniformly for j zj £ A, 

|s *) < 

Use of the Woierstrass theorem (for functions of 

one variable) and property (^) of the sequence *n(«) 

shows that fCZjZ1)* the sum of the series (12), is 

analytic in each variable separately for )zl5- A, 

|a*| 5 B# Furthermore, from (14)* f(z»S*) is easily 

seen to be bounded in | a ) - A, \z'\ S B| hence by 

Osgood’s theorem, f(s,z’) is analytic in z and s’ 

(i«e« in (z,s*)^ in |s| ^ A* |z’| 5- Bj that is, 

derivatives of all orders, mixed and iterated, exist 

and are continuous and bounded in jzjiA, (z’li-B, 



Since this holds for every A < P, B < Q, the proof 

of the auxiliary theorem is concluded* 

Proof of Bartogs* theorem 

The hypotheses on fCs^*) are that for every point 

( ^ , (3 ) in the region B, the functions f(z, ^ ), f(<* ,z') 

are analytic in the corresponding plane regions* We 

shall use Osgood’s theorem to prove the existence, 

boundedness and continuity of all derivatives, iterated 

and mixed, in a neighborhood of every point of B* 

Consider an interior point of B and give it the coordinates 

(0,0)* The above statements will be proved in a 

neighborhood of the point (0,0). Let | a] 5 U, jfsM i V 

be a bicylinder which, with its boundary, is contained 

in B* Then M(z') * max |f(z,z4)| for | sI £ P < 0, is 

finite for every z’ in |s’| - V/3 since f(z,z4) is 

continuous in s for |s | < U, |z’ | < V* Let Sg be 

the set of points 2* in \z41 i V/3 for which 

M(g’) tr Ks (K “ l,et,H**). Then Sg is closed, and 

the sets Sj, Sg, ... are such that 

Sj C Sg C Sg C •«« 

and the sets Sg approach the circle I z* \t V/3 as K—*- cx3 , 



Then there is a set Sg- which contains a circle in its 

interior* For, assuming the contrary, there exists a 

circle Cj in |z3| < 7/3 such that C-JSJ a 0. In C| 

there is a circle Cp such that CgSg tt 0, etc# There 

is a point ZQ common to all the circles Cj_, Cg, ,, 

hence also in |s*[ £ 7/3. But for such a point, 

M(Z‘) Z ls Z 2, ^ 3, ... i.e., M(z3) $ 

which contradicts the fact that M(z1) is finite for 

I z'\ £ 7/3. Hence there is a circle | 23 #» - a 

contained in |z* / £ 7/3 such that M(s’) ^ N < 

in ja* - sj | £ a, i.e., 

|f(s,z*)j < H for (z| £ P, |s* #» Z| | i a* 

Apply the auxiliary theorem to this cases. Then, since 

f(z,z’) is analytic in z for |z|£ P for z3 fixed in 

|s*) < 7 and analytic in z% for |z3 |^ 7 for s fixed in 

|§ I £ P and since f(s,z*) is hounded in |z|iP, 

|z3 #. s|) £a, (s^ | 4 7/3, it is evident that f(z,z3) 

poss&ssed the analytic properties stated in the conclusion 

of the auxiliary theorem in | z|< P, |z3 - J < 27/5, 

and since jg^j £ 7/3, f(z,z() possesses these analytic 

properties in |z1<P, |e*|<.7/3* Thus f(z,z3) possesses 

the analytic properties in a neighborhood of the origin, 

and similarly in a neighborhood of every point of B* This 

concludes the proof of Kartogs3 theorem. 



CHAPTER 2 

Seme Basie Theorems 



The theory of analytic functions of two complex 

variables is essentially different in many important 

respects from that of analytic functions of one 

complex variable® However, there are a number of 

theorems in the theory of functions of one complex 

variable which have analogues in the theory of 

functions of two complex variables. With a view to 

pointing out in what respects the two theories are analogous 

sane of these theorems are discussed in this chapter. 

Generalized Cauohy«»Rlemaan equations 

Of primary importance in the theory of functions 

of one complex variable are the Cauchy-Riemann equations* 

These have a generalization with respect to two complex 

variables. Suppose fCs.a’) s u(z,z’) + i v(ztz’)4 

z s x + i y, a* s x* + i y* * Then 

W )>v _ ^v 
}>*■ iy * }x* ” ^y‘ ^y ^ 9 2>y* * d)x* 

are necessary and sufficient conditions that u, v be the 

real and imaginary parts respectively of a function f 

analytic in s, a* separately} that is, that f 8 u + iv 

be an analytic function of (a,a1)* 
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Put _1H S •iz . P. ^ T3 - „ b V 
^x Jy )y 5 X 

-1H s - . ^ - . C>v 

Ty- - P ’ V c>x 

In order to find necessary and sufficient conditions 

on the real function v » vCx^x^y*) in order that v 

may form the imaginary part of an analytic function, 

it suffices to find nexessary and sufficient conditions 

that there exist a function u s u(x,y,x’,y’) such that 

^ u - p» 
~ P * 

Vu 
S q, IJS • QI 

\ | m q * 
o y* 

A necessary and sufficient condition that these equations 

have a solution u is that the second order mixed derivatives 

^ u \ u 
^x<)y * W^y* 3xVy* ^x^Ty’ *^x)x* * by) yf 

be independent of the order of differentiation. This givess 

V 
c)x* * °r* 

. is.- 

-l£ - \x. ■ IEI; 
\-3~ ’ V 

-I*!,, }\ o -sLZ. 
^ y^ $ x2 " ’ Jy 

^Pr - 
y 

> q 
a*1 ' 

II 

b % 72 S °3 

JX 
or 



2?. 

iy)y* *-*5** 
0, and 

Ji£ . 
)*• * 

£RL or N 
)x*Ty 

Jl2 C iu 
<^y* 2 

)x)y* * 

Similarly, necessary and sufficient conditions that 

u be the real part of an analytic function are obtained 

by replacing v by u in the above* 

Analytic function of an analytic function 

Theorem; let f(z,z*) be analytic in(z,z*)» and suppose 

z s a(t), a1 s z,(t) are analytic functions of the 

complex variable t# Then P(t) 8 f [‘ft(t), z*(t)3 

is an analytic function Of t. 

Proof 

F(t»h) * F(t) s f(z» a, 8») - f(>., zH s») 

h " h 

+ f(t, z*+ g») * f(a,a») 
h 

where a g &(t), a* m 8*(t)# 8* 8 * z(t+h), z*+ z*ss g*(t+h)* 

Applying the "chain rule" for a single variable twice. 



" F(t)- = f(z, 2'+^') || + e(Az) 
h }z at 

+ T?> f(z'z’)H' + 

where e(A z),. e*(Aa») ~v- 0 as AS, AS* —*• 0, i.e. 

as h —*- 0, 

fCs^'+dz*) S -A. f(z,z*) + g(A a’)-. where 
da • . )>e 

gU Z *) 0 as AZ* —** Q# 

li^LzI^X g +g(A!,)] || + B(A Z) 

+ -y£f f(z,z») ~|| + e*(4 s*) 

^f dz Yf dg* 
“i; dt ^z*dt 

as h -►0, 

Thus F(t) is analytic, and 

-M - 2l is, + _l£ ds* 
dt ^z dt >z’ dt 

If 2 ! z(t,t'), z* s s*(t*t*) for t,t* independent 

complex variables, then F^t#t») s fE(t,t»)i 

is analytic in(t,t’)« The proof is immediate on holding 

t* fixed, and applying the previous theorem for t, etc# 



Pnicity Theorem 

If f(z,z*) is analytic in the domain D and is 

zero on an interior subdomain D’, it is identically 

zero on D. 

The following lemma will be used: 

Lemma 

If f(zj,s*) is analytic in the generalized bicylinder 
/ 

R r (T,T*$ (i„e„, 2 & T» z« £ T»), and if it is 

zero over on interior generalized bicylinder 

®1 s (Tl,T{), it is identically zero in R. 

Proof of lemaa 

Choose z* fixed interior to and apply the unicity 

theorem for one variable to z* Since f(z»z’) z 0 for s 

in Tj, it is also equal to zero for z in T* Choose z 

fixed interior to T, and apply the unicity theorem for 

one variable to z’* Since f(zfz*) a 0 for s
1 in Ij, it 

is also equal to zero for z* in T*. 

Proof of the nnicity theorem 

Let a be a point of D*, b any other point of D, Since 

D is connected, a and b can be joined by a Jordan curve, 

which can be covered by a finite number of overlapping 



bicylinders D^, D2, • **, Dn interior to D# By 

the lemma, since f s 0 in that part of D]_ common to 

D*, f » 0 in Dj_, hence in Dg, etc* By finite induction, 

f I 0 at b, which proves the theorem# 

Here appears a fundamental difference between functions 

of one complex variable and functions of two complex 

variables'# It is not necessarily true that if f g 0 

on a sequence of points having a as a lim-t point 

that f a 0 throughout the domain# However, there exist 

special convergent sequences such that if f s 0 at each 

point, f ss 0 throughout the domain# Suppose -*■ 0, 

■jb^J—*• 0, f(am,bn) s 0 for m, n independent, arbitrary 

positive integers# Then f S 0 in a neighborhood of 

the origin# To prove this,hold one variable fixed and 

apply the unicity theorem for functions of a single variable 

to the other. 

Theorem of the maximum 

If f(z,z*) is analytic in the domain D, arid not 

identically constant in D, there is no point (s0, z£) in 

D such that | *) | < lf(a0,a£) \ for all (s,a*) in 

D# 



Proof 

Suppose, on the contrary, that there is such a 

point PQs (ZQ,Z£)« Choose (z»z’) in the bioylinder 

p(so»®o#r); |s - z0^r, )s* ** zj \ < r, with r so chosen 

that P(z0,z’,r) is interior to D, Choose fixed s’ so 

that |e' ** s^|<r, and use the theorem of the maximum 

for one complex variable, with z as the %rariable, Then 

in P(so*2o»r)» ^ independent of (constant in) z* 

Repeating the argument for z*, f is seen to be independent 

of z’ in P(z0,ZQ,r)* The$ f is identically constant in 

the bioylinder, and by the unicity theorem, f-C g 0 

in D, which contradicts the hypotheses* 

Ljouvilie’s Theorem 

If f(s ,z ’) is analytic and bounded in the domain 

consisting of all points (z,z*), then f is identically 

constant* 

Proof 

Let (a,a’), (b,b») be arbitrary points* It is 

sufficient to show f(a,a’) s f(b,b’)• By 

Liouville’s theorem for one complex variable, f(z,b*) 

is independent of 2, so that fCajb1) s f(b,b')* Similarly, 

f(a,z’) is independent of z*% hence, f(a,a*) 5 f(a,b’)» 

and f(a,a’) s f(b,b*). 



Cauchy Integral Formula 

Let D s (T,T») be a regular generalized dicylinder 

(T, T* both bounded by a finite number of regular curves). 

Suppose f(z,z*) is analytic in the interior of D and 

continuous on the boundary. Then f may be represented 

by an integral in the interior of D. Denote by C, C* 

the boundaries of T, T* respectively. Then 

Among other theorem which carry over with slight 

modifications from the theory of functions of a single 

complex variable to the theory of functions of two complex 

variables, may be mentioned the implieit function theorem 

as well as the theory of power series, ’which is the next 

topic to be discussed here. 

dt for z* in T», 

a an interior point of T, Also, 

dt1 j then 



Weler&trass * Theorem 

Let f(z,z’) s u1(z,z*) + ug(s,z‘) + ... 

be an infinite series of functions, each analytic in 

a simply-connected dcmMn D« If the series converges 

uniformly to f(z,s’) in every closed region T interior 

to D, f(z,z') is analytic in D, Moreover, 

the series converging uniformly in every closed region 

T interior to 8, so that the given series can be 

differentiated repeatedly tera-mse to obtain the higher 

derivatives of f. 

The proof (^5) is similar to that for functions of 

one complex variable. 

Double series 

Consider the double series ^sn * Denote by 

srari the finite sum ZZ •a » The series is said to 
^W- 1^ = 0, n»o mn 

converge if lim 8„_ z H existsj i*e», if, gtv&ae 
m,n -+0& m* 

an arbitrary positive 6 , there exists a positive integer 



p such that 113 - Smn j <• 6 for m > p, n > p* 

The double series is said to be absolutely convergent 

if the double series l^nl converges* A 
Vn,*' ' 1 

double series may be represented in a double array in 

rows and coltensi 

uoo» ^ol* uo2* *#* 

ulo* uU» u12' "* 

The terms of a double series can be ordered in a simple 

seriesin such a way that each term appears after a finite 

number of terms, each term shearing once and only once* 

It is well known (of, Hobson, Functions of a Real Variable, 

v. 2, p, 5?) that if a double series is absolutely convergent, 

it is absolutely convergent when summed by rows and by 

columns in either order, or when arranged as a simple 

series as described above; in each case, the sum is equal 

to that of the double series. 
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Development of an analytic function in a Cauchy-Taylor *s 

Series 

Theorem 

Let f(z,ef) be analytic in the dicylinder | z - a | < r, 

|z* - a*| < r'» Then f(2,z’) can be expanded in a double 

power series f(2,2f) z Zi aIBn(s-a)
m(0,-a,)n , the 

series converging to f in the dicylinderj and 

ami= _i_ ...giX 
min! 

Proof 

It is evidently sufficient to prove the theorem for 

the case a « a1 s 0# In the proof of Hartogs1 theorem, 

it was seen that if f is analytic in the dicylinder \ 2r, 

l3*l<s, then f(2,2*) Z "E fn(z) z,n , where 
Av 

fn(s) is analytic for \z\ ^ r. Also, for every 

r^ < fT there exists an M such that )fa(z) | <• M/V^a 

for 121 <. r* Hence fn(z) may be expanded, in a 

power series fr(z) - Z a^n zia > QIK* if < **, 
/W*- 

lamnl s | 2 ty i / 
f^O) dz 

■|*ls 

M 

rf rj» 



Since a simple series formed as described before from 
<c-—— nlE Ml l3tl 

the double series converges absolutely 1— rim s«n 

for \z | c |z’\ < r|, so does also one formed from 

zm Z*n f i.e*, ^ 2*n converges for 

(«/ < r, |z* [ < r’» and converges absolutely and 

uniformly for |z) c r^ <: r, j2* \ ^r^ < rf* 

ffeierstrass * theorem may be applied to a simple 

aeries associated with ^ amrj zffi z,n to shew that the 

afnn are of. the form given in the statement of the 

theorem* 

Theorem 

Every absolutely convergent power series represents 

an analytic function* 

Proof 

Suppose that 21 zm z*n converges absolutely 

at a point (soSz^), Then there must be an M such that 

(Sin 2o soI1l< M* Then for |z\<r * \z0\, \z»Usc\z* 

and hence ^ z'n converges absolutely and uniformly 

for \z \ ^ r, \z’ s, and^fjjCz) zn s £ £ zffi z*n 

U ft A*-.- A 



3? 

converges uniformly for (z| < r, [z’| < s so that 

by the generalization of the Weierstrass theorem, since 

zm z,n is an analytic function, f(z,z*) a zm a,n 

is analytic for 1 ^ [z0(, lz*| 

Theorem 

The power series representation of an analytic 

function is unique,, For suppose that 

0 * 2T amn 
2m 2

’r* 
s
 fn(a) z,n ♦ 

Y Y»jV> - O 0 

Then by one variable theory fn(z) S 0 and therefore 

since fn(z) is an analytic function of one variable, 

«jm « °* 



CHAPTER S 

Analytic Transformations 



In the remainder of the paper, following the usage 

common in the literature, the symbols s and y will often 

be used to represent two independent complex variables, 

instead of z and z1* As has been seen, to each pair 

(x,y) corresponds a point of the space of four reel 

dimensions* Two domains D and D* of the space are said 

to be in analytic correspondence if there exists a 

system of two analytic functions of the complex variables 

x and y: 

rJ a f (x,y), rt s g(x,y) 

which establishes a fciunique correspondence between the 

points of the two domainsj D' will also be called the 

analytic transform of D, and D will be said to be 

represented analytidally on D1* 

In 190? Poincare (67) showed that two domains D 

and D* can not always be put in analytic correspondence* 

Lottie progress appears to have then been made in solving 

the problem of analytic representation, until the late 

twenties and early thirties* On eof the difficulties appears 

to have consisted of stating the problem* A possible 

formulation of the general problem is the following: 

indicate general ru&es pemittin g recognition of whether 



or not two domains can be sepresented analytically, one 

on the other; and find particular familiesof domains, 

characterized by simple properties, such that every 

other domain can be represented analytically on one of 

these particular domains. 

In 1921 Reinhardt {f>$) gave his attention to a 

general family of domains, comprising the domain of 

convergence of a Taylor’s seriesof two variables. 

Caratheodory (JL?) indicated a new method of approaching 

the difficult problem of analytic representation, at the 

same time considering domains more general than those 

of Reinhardt: ciroular domains* Bergmann is the 

originator of another method (/7) based on the existence 

of completely orthogonal systems of functions. The 

treatment given here is based largely on the work of 

H» Cartan (d£)« 

Domains 

The term domain, as indicated before, will here 

refer to a set of interior points in the space of the 

two complex variables x and y; the boundary points will 

not be considered as belonging to the domain, and no 

hypotheses will be made concerning the nature of the 



boundary* Only "those domains will be considered all of 

whose points are at a finite distance* That does not 

imply that only bounded domains are spoken ofs a domain 

can reach to infinity and still be composed only of points 

at a finite distance* Also, a domain will be a connected 

set. 

The concept of an interior point of a domain D is 

clear if the domain is univalent ( a domain such that 

every point of the space belongs at most once to the 

domain)t the point (x0,y0) will be said to be interior 

to D if there exists a hypers^hcre with center (xosyo) 

each of whose points belongs to D* A domain fails to 

be univalent if there exist different points of the 

domain which have the same coordinates in the space* 

But a non-univalent domain can be univalent in a 

neighborhood of each of Its points? in this case* 

the definition of an interior point is the same as 

above? the domain is then non-branohed# 

Branched domains will not be excluded. But it will 

be necessary to make clear what types of branches are 

to be allowed and to define and interior point in the 

Case where the point (x0,y0) is on a branch manifold* 

Suppose that a neighborhood of the point (xo,yc) can 



be put in a biunique correspondence with a univalent 

domain, of the space (u,v) containing the origin, by 

two analytic functions of two complex variables u and v: 

x ar f(u,v) , y © g(u,v), f(0,0) a x0, g(0,0) © yQ , 

in such a way that to each set of values of x and y, 

near x0 and yQ respectively, correspond a finite number 

of sets of values for u and v# If the functions x 

and y take the same values in two different points of 

the space (u,v), the corresponding ooints are considered 

as to different points of D, The variables u and v are 

called uniformising variables# 

If the Jacobian - 0 for u s v © 0, 

it is zero on one or more characteristic manifolds 

passing through the point u a v © 0, The transforms 

of these manifolds in the space (x,y) are the characteristic 

manifolds interior to D; they are the branch manifolds 

for B. 

Functions uniform in a domain 

Definitions 

J\n analytic function f(x*y) is uniform in a neighborhood 

of a point (x0,y0) of a domain D, if it can be expressed 



by a uniform analytic function of the tmiformising 

variables u and v, 

A function f(x,y) is uniform throughout D if it can 

be continued ar.dalytically throughout the domain D, in 

a neighborhood of each point of which it is uniform; 

and if, independent of the manner in which it is 

continued analytically along a closed curve C in D, 

it returns to its initial determination. 

If D is not univalent, a cttrve can be closed in 

the space without being closed in the domain; in the 

preceding definition the curve C is supposed closed 

in the domain* To clarify the idea of determination 

of a functions two functions f(x,y) and g(;c,y) have 

the same determination at a point (x0,y0) if they 

coincide in a neighborhood of the point* 

In order that two analytic functions f(x,y) and 

g(x,y) may have the same determination at a point 

(x0,y0)» it is necessary and sufficient that they admit 

the same development in a double Taylor's series in a 

neighborhood of the point; or, equivalently, that their 

partial derivatives of all orders be equal at (x0,yc), 

Here, it is true, it is supposed that the point (x0,y0) 

is not a branch point for the domain of existence of 



f and g$ but it can always be reduced to this case with 

the aid of the uniforaising variables u and v* 

Evidently, there always exist function^ analytic 

in an arbitrary domain D, if only x or y* But, if the 

domain D is not univalent, a function such as x has the 

same determination at two points of D having the same 

doordinates. Consider now the following problems given 

a non-univalent domain 0, and two points M and M* of 

this domain having the same coordinates, find a function 

f(x,y) analytic and uniform throughout D, having two 

different determinations at M and M*« It will be seen 

later, that there is not always a solution to this 

problem* This leads to the adoption of the following 

convention, designated by convention (A) j given a 

domain Dj if two points M and M* of the. domain which 

have the same coordinates are sudh that every' function 

f(x,y) analytic and uniform in D has the same determination 

at M and M*, then I£ and Mf will be considered as one and 

the same point of D, Tims, given a domain a priori, it 

may be necessary to modify the definition of the domain 

in order to regard it as a domain of existence of an analyti 

function* All domains considered below tsri 11 be supposed 

to satisfy convention (A)* 



The following is an immediate consequence of convention 

(A). Beginning from a point M of D, describe a curve C 

in Q, returning tb a point M* which coincides with M in 

the space. If every function analytic and uniform in 

D returns to the same determination when continued analytically 

along C, then the curve C is closed in D* 

Analytic transformations of a domain 

Let D be a domain of the space (x,y), and let 

f(3t#y) and g(x,y) be two functions analytic in D (unless 

otherwise stated, the functions will be supposed to be 

uniform in the domain)® The transformation 

X » f(x*y) , Y * g(x,y) 

gives a correspondence between each point (x,y) in D 

and a point (X,Y)% and between the domain D and a 

domain A of the space (X,Y)• The domain is called 

the analytic transform of D, If the convention (A) 

were not made for D, then to two distinct points of D 

would correspond one and only one point (X,Y)% there 

v/ould not then be much inerest in regarding these points 

as distinct® This justifies the use of convention (A)® 

Relative to functions f(x,y) and g(x,y), the following 

convention will be made, and will be designated as 

convention (B)S 
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If a and b are any constants, the equations 

f(x»y) s a, g(x»y) s b 

are satisfied only at isolated points (x4y) in D, Thus 

the case where f(x,y) and g(x,y) are simultaneously 

constant on a characteristic manifold in D is excluded* 

All the transformations to be considered here will 

satisfy convention (B), 

It remains to justify this convention* Suppose the 

convention is used. Then it is possible to say that 

f(x,y) and g(x,Jr) generate a domain & as the point 

(x,y) traverses D, For, let (x0>y0) be a point of D, 

(XQ, Y0) the point corresponding* There exists, in a 

neighborhood of the point (xQ,y0), a system of two 

unifomizing variables u and vj then X and Y can 

be expressed as functions of u and v, and these functions 

satisfy the conditions sufficient in order that u and v 

may serve as the uniform!sing variables for a neighborhood 

of (X0,Y0) in A * Suppose now that the convention (B) 

is not used. Consider the examples 

X s x, Y s xy • 

Here X s Y S 0 for x r 0, y arbitrary. Inversely, 

x s X, y s Y/X * 



The transform of the domain Di [x| < 1, |y| < 1 

is the domain A : |x) < 1, | Y [ < \xj. 

To all points x s 0* |yl<i 1 in D corresponds a 

unique point liO, Y t 0, which is a boundary- 

point of £\ . Thus the domains D and A are 

univalent, but the correspondence is not biunique 

between the interior points of the domains: the 

interior of A corresponds to the interior of D 

excluding the manifold x 5 0* 

An analogous circumstance occurs in the general 

case: if f(x,y) s a, g(x,y) a b on all points 

of a characteristic manifold IT interior to D, the 

point X B a, Ysb Isa boundary point of the 

domain A generated by the functions f and g. 

For suppose A is univalentj if the point 

X a a, Y s b is an interior point, x and y will 

bo analytic functions of X and Y in a neighborhood 

of this point, which must then be a point of 

indeterraination, which is impossible. If is not 

univalent, and if X 2 a, Y s b is interior to A , 

it is possible, by definition, to represent a neighborhood 

i 

of the point on a univalent neighborhood, and thus reduce 

it to the preceding case. 



It thus appears that the convention (B) is essentialj 

if it is not made, manifolds interior to D may escape 

without being noticed, when J) is transformed into another 

domain A « 

Functions analytic in a circular domain 

Definition 

. A connected domain D is a circular domain with 

center (a,b) if it satisfies the following conditions: 

1, The point x s a, y - bis interior to Dj 

2, If the point x s a + xQ, y s b + y0 belongs 

to D, the point x c a + xo e ■ , y s b + yQ e
1 

is also in D, for arbitrary real & . 

The following discussion will he restricted to 

circular domains having as center the origin ( a g b s 0)» 

Relative to non-univalent circular domains $ the following 

two conventions will be made: 

1, The origin is not a branch point for Dj 

2, If (x0,y0) is any point of D, the curve 

x s x0 ei<3 , ys y0e
ie 

obtained by varying £ from 0 to 2~tr , is closed in D» 

It results that if a uniform function f(x,y) is 

continued analytically along this curve, it will return 



to the same determination, when the point (x,y) returns 

to the point of departure (xo,y0)« 

If the point (x0#-y0) is a branch point, the point 

x s xo e^ * Y ~ Yo is also a branch point« 

Since the branch manifolds are analytic, they are necessarily 

the manifolds y/x - constant. 

Definition 

A domain D is star-circular if it satisfies the 

following conditions: 

1, The origin is interior to Dj 

2, If the point x s x0, y - y0 is in D, the point 

x s k x0 , y s k y0 is also in D, for k an arbitrary 

complex number such that |kj ^ 1, 

A star-circular domain without a branch point at 

the origin, is necessarily univalent and simply-connected. 

As Caratheodory (loo* cit,) showed, every circular 

domain D can be represented with the aid of an image I 

in the space of three real dimensions: Xg,y 

(xj + i Xg s x)« To each point 

x s r e^ , 

interior to D, can be mader 

x z r e“ 

x 5 -r e 

y s r* (r ^ 0, r* h 0) 

to correspond tvro points 

y » r* 

-r* * y s 



which slso belongs to D. These ere two points of the 

space Xg,y) symmetric with respect to the origin. 

To the domain D there corresponds « domain- I of the 

space (x^t%2$y). The origin is a point interior to I, 

and a center of symmetry* The intersection of I with 

y a 0 is composed of circles and rings with centers at 

the origin. Reciprocally, to each domain I of the space 

(x^.Xg.y) which satisfies the three preceding conditions* 

corresponds one and only one circular domain D* 

Prom the point of view of* the theory of functions, 

the convention (A) will now be applied to circular domains* 

The following theorem x?ill be established: 

Theorem I 

If two points of a circular domain D coincide with 

the same point of the space, every function f(x,y) analytic 

and uniform in D has the same determination at both points* 

By applying convention (A), the theorem mm be stated; 

Every circular domain is univalent* 

Development of an analytic function in a circular domain 

Before proving the above theorem, the following 

theorem ’will be demonstrated; 



Theorem II 

EVery function f (x,y), analytic and uniform in a 

circular domain D, can be developed in a series of 

homogeneous polynomials 

?U*y) s ZL P«(x*y) 
Y\ - O 

converging uniformly in a neighhorhbod of each point of D« 

It evidently results that if two. points of D have 

the same coordinates x and y, f (x,y) has the same 

determination at the two points. Thus Theorem I is 

a consequence of theorem II, 

Before beginning the demonstration, some remarks 

are in order. The theorem, was established in 1606 by 

Eartogs KHH » par, 11) in the case where D is star- 

circular ( and hence univalent). Conversely, from 

theorem II follows as a coHseq’aence: If a function 

f(x„y) is analytic in a circular domain D (necessarily 

(univalent) it is also analytic in the smallest star- 

circular domain A containing D, The domain A is 

defined as follows: it is the set of points x 3 k x0, 

y s k y0 ()h| < 1) where (xoty0) is any point of D, 

It is clear that if the series Pn(x,y) converges 

uniformly in a neighborhood of (x0,y0) it also converges 

uniformly in a neighborhood of x - k x0, y s k y0, ( J k | i 1) } 



the stun f(x„y) is then analytic in a neighborhood of the 

latter point* 

Proof of theorem II 

It will first beshown that the desired development 

is possible in at most one way* Suppose, then, 

Since, by hypotheses, the series converges uniformly in 

a neighborhood of the origin, it is possible to differentiate 

fin arbitrary number of times with respect to x and y, 

which gives iiroediately, 

are the coefficients of the development of f(x,y) in a 

double Taylor*s series* Let r be a real number, r 'j 1, 

but near onej and let Br be the domain homothetlc with 

D with respect to the origin and the ratio l/t* If 

f(x,y) 5 Z Pn(x,y) with 

1  ^f(0,0) 

the point (x,y) is in Dr, the point (rxe*d * ryeid ) 

is in D* Consider the integral 



in which the complex variable z describes the circumference 

Cr with center at the origin and reading r* It is a 

uniform analytic function of (x,y) -when (x,y) belongs to 

Dr* But the origin is interior to D ; then F(x,y) is 

analytic in a neighborhood of the origin, as is f(x,y)* 

But, if the point (x,y) is fixed and sufficiently close 

to the origin, the function f(xs,yz} » (f (2) is 

analytic for ^ z\ < r, and hence 

F(x,y) s —-— / (P (2) • ^(1) » f(x,y)« 
i J. z - 1 

t-A- 

The functions'f(x,y) and F(x,y) -which coincide in a 

neighborhood of the origin have the same domain of existence, 

end they coincide in the whole domain* In particular, 

f(x,y) is analytic and uniform in Dr< and it is possible 

to write 

dz 
fU-y) s-57n J f(x2'ysh-i 

£/L 

oo 

s£* 
/Y\- 6 2-nl 

C A- 

the series converging uniformly when the point (x,y) is 

near any interior point of Dr„ Put 

(1) Pn(x,y) f(XZt7Z) J&j- , 
CK 

Pn(x ,y) is analytic and uniform in Dp, and 



(2) 9 £{-*,'/) s Z pn(x,y) 
o 

the series converging uniformly in a neighborhood of 

every interior point of Dr, But 

Pn(x » y e** ) a f fixze1* ) —|5- . , 
cH" I J %u * X 

Cfi. 

or, setting z 5 t, 

Tn(x&^ , ye4* } 5 Jf (xb,yt) ^ s eino< Pn(x,y) * 

a 
it follonrs that PQ is constant, ana Pn(x,y) a homogeneous 

polynomial of degree nj it is sufficient to differentiate 

an arbitrary number of times the identity 

P^Cxe4^ , ye1"4 ) = e4*1* Pn(x*y) 

and to set x « y z 0 in the relations thus obtained, 

The polynomials P*<* ,y) do not depend on the value 

given to r, since the development of f(x,y) in a series 

of homogeneous polynomials is possible in only one way 

in a neighborhood of the origin. Thus the series (2) 

converges uniformly in a neighborhood of each point of 

Dj,, for r arbitrary, r > I5 it therefore converges 

uniformly in a neighborhisod of each point of D, and 

theorem II is proved. 



From (l)j letting r oC 1 

r 
(3) P„(*.y) S JL / e-il,e ft*®1 , yeM ) d9 

2tT ^6 

Hence 

jpn^xo#yo)| - Jf(x0eld # y0eid )| (° - 

which generalizes the inequality of Cauchy: 

^ajj x0
n ) £ max jf(x0e*^)j , (0 < ^ S 2"h), 

relative to the development of a function of one complex 

variable analytic in a circle* 

Reinhardt regions 

Definition 

A connected domain D is a Reinhardt region if it 

satisfies the conditions: 

1. The origin (center) is interior to D; 

2* If the point (xQ,y0) is in D, the point x s x0e^ 

7 9 yQ is also in D, for arbitrary real </. and ^ 

Every Reinhardt region is a circular domain, hence 

univalent, if convention (A) is applied* 

The regions considered by Reinhardt in the paper 

referred to above form a slightly less general class* 



They will be celled here complete Reinhardt regions. A 

domain R is a complete Reinhardt region if it satisfies 

the following condition: if the point (x0,y0) is in D, 

the domain \x| £ {xQ( , I yl < (yD| also belongs 

to .0. 

The following few theorems, stated here without proof, 

represent some important results in the theory of analytic 

transformations by functions of two complex variables* 

Theorem (32, th. YI, p.30. See also 1 and 82): 

If an analytic transformation leaves the origin 

fixed and establishes a biunique correspondence between 

two circular domains, at least one of which is bounded„ 

the transformation is necessarily linear: 

x* 2 ax + by, y( s a’x + b’y . 

Two circular domains are said to be equivalent if 

it is possible to transform one into the other by a 

homogeneous linear transformation of the complex variables* 

Theorem (32, th* XXVIII, p. 86) 

If a bounded circular domain D is equivalent to no 

Reinhardt region, the only analytic transformations of 

D on itself which leave the center fixed are the transformations 
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x’ s x , y* z y e*9 ( © real) 

combined with a finite number ox"4 unimodular linear 

substitutions «• 

Theorem (32* th*- XXXIII, see also 68) 

If a bounded Reinhardt region D is not of the fora 

(1) A \x\& 4 B |y(2 < 1 (A>0, B?0). 

everyy analytic transformation which leaves the origin 

fixod and transforms D into a Reinhardt region A is 

necessarily of the fora ! 

s;1 s? ax , y* s by or 

x* s ay , y' s te i 

Two Reinhardt regions are said to bo equivalent 

if one is the transform of the other by a transformation 

of ore- of the above two types. 

Theorem (S?, th. XXIX, p. 86) 

If a bounded Reinhardt region. I) does not have the 

form (l)t the only analytic transformations of D on itself 

which leave the center fixed are the transformations 

x‘ S x $ y> g y ( 0ie 6, real) 

combined with a transfora« tioa of the fora 

at* * Ry, y* e x/R (R>o)* 



Thullen established Relative to Reinhardt regions, P, 

a theorem(25) -which answers completely, for these domains, 

the fundamental problem: given a connected domain D in 

the srace (x#y), determine ell the analytic biunique 

transformations of D on itself. An analytic biunique 

transformation of D on itself is a transformation 

s’ - f(*,y) , s* s g(*»y) 

(where f(x,y) and g(x,y) are functions analytic in D) 

which establishes a biunieue correspondence between 

interior points of D, 

Theorem 

A bounded Reinhardt region D admits no biunique 

analytic transformation on itself other than those which 

leave the center fixed, unless D is equivalent to one of 

the following domainss 

i°. • )xt < 1„ 1 y 1 < 1 i 

2°, I x( 2 + |y | ^ C 1 ( <*- > 0), 

The domain 1° is a dicylinderj the transformations 

of this domain on iteli are: 

x* eixtt 
1 + TTx 

yt. « ei ^ JLLS. 
1 + uy 

0 

combined -with x’ a y , y» s xj 
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6j and Q-^are real, t and u are complex, with absolute 

vnI12© less than 1, T* *TT f • are their respective 

conjugates# These transfortnations depend on six real 

parameters#' 

The class 2° contains the hypersphere 

|x( ® * (y(® < 1 , which corresponds to ^ s* 2, 

whose transformations depend on eight real parameters#' 

If ^ K 2, the only transformations of the domain 2° 

or itself are the following: 

*• - ei°’ -JLUL- , 
1 +Tx 

( 6, , 6^ l’eal, (t| < 1) j 

parameters* 

. - JL „ rj_ii y = e [Trr^f 
which depend on ferns* real 

In the following few pages will be discussed the 

relation of the Reinhardt region to the question of 

absolute convergence of a double power series* The 

following theorem obtains; 

Theorem 

If a function f(x,y) is analytic in a complete 

Reinhardt region, then its newer series expansion about 

the origin is abs&lutely convergent in the whole region. 
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Proof 

Sirco the region is open, if (x0,yc) is any point 

in the region, there is another point (x1,y *) in tho 

region such that 

(1) (x0\< lx*\ , |yc { < \y* ( . 

Then the coefficient in the power series expansion 

of ?(x,y) is giTon by 

(?) , 1 
mn =(■ 2 tv 1 

z( f 
J J 3^+1 M Lx 

dx dy 

where the contours Cj and Cg are the circles 

|x| s \x* | , lyl - (y‘ \ * respectively. 

This implies that 

\%m I - 
M 

xr(m jy»|» 

where M is the upper bound of jf(x,y) 1 in the dicylinder 

\ xl 6 |xM , )y| S ty* \ J therefore by (l) the 

poser series expansion for f(x,y) must converge absolutely 

at the point (x0,y0). 

Theorem 

The previous theorem is true for all Reinhardt regions* 

This implies, of course, that if a function is analytic 

in a Reinhardt region its definition may be extended to 



the complete Reinhardt region determined by the original 

region. 

Proof 

Let R be a Reinhardt region containing a neighborhood 

U of the origin, and let (xQ,y0) be any point of E# 

There is then a point (x'^y1) in the region such that 

| Xo I M x’( , |yo\ 
4|y,l * The coefficients of the 

power series of the function f(x,y) are given by (2), where 

the contours Cjj, O2 are chosen to be the circles 

l x\ e r^ , | y) s rg , r\ ana rg being sufficiently 

small to make b&fth Cj_ and Cg lie in U. Since by definition 

the region is connected, there is a path in the region 

connecting the points ( |xT|, (y1( ) and (r^,rg), It 

may be assumed that the path consists of segments along 

each of which one of the variables is constant. Assume 

that on the first segment | x \ goes from r^ to r^» 

Then the function 

is an analytic function of the single variable x in the 

and therefore 



dx dy ®mn - (2u D 
f(x,y) 

#+1 y21*1 

where is the circle fx( = r^* Proceeding in 

this maimer it is possible to show that 

a * f f     
** ( 2tr i )v J i_ -m+l v a+i 

y c/, y 

where 0^ t "Cg are tj^e circles |x| 

Hence 

} %nn I - 

dx dy 

(y\ « 1 y* l * 

and therefore the power sefcies expansion of f(x,y) 

converges absolutely at the point (x0jy0)* 

Corollary 

If f\(x,y) is analytic in a Reinhardt region R, it 

is also analytic in the smallest complete Reinhardt region 

A containing R* 

The domain A is the domain formed the the set of 

domains | oc \ s(x0( , \y{ <lye^ , (x0,y0) being any 

point of R* 

The following theorem v>ras known to Hartogs i If 

f(x,y) is analytic for lx\ce t [yt <. 1* and also 

for |x| < 1, 1 -V<[y\ < 1, it is analytic for 



| x 1 *• 1, | y | < 1, which Is a particular case of the 

above corollary# 

Next to be considered is the domain of absolute 

convergence of a power series 

(3) Z W x® y n • 

It is first clear that this domain is a complete 

Reinhardt region. Therefore it is of most interest to 

think of the domain as one in the space of two real 

variables ( | x), i y I ) • It is useful to introduce the 

variables s^, Sg defined by |x( a eS| |y| * esa, 

in terms of which (3) becomes 

(4) • 

Suppose that (4) converges absolutely at the points 

(sf, Sg) an(i (s^, Sg)* Then if 

s^ s t s| + (1-t) s^ , G^t <1, i g 1,2, 

***> s ®t0“" + ”$ e(l-*)K + 

and by EBlderVs inequality, 

[ £|«m» t 
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so that the series (4) converges absolutely at the point 

(s^jSg)« This means that the domain of absolute convergence 

of (4) is convex (in the Euclidean sense in the space Of 

the real variables &%, Sg)* 

It is possible to characterize the boundary of the 

region of absolute convergence# For consider 

(5) TS >fi^7Ma~Wir . 

If (x,y) is on the boundary of the region of absolute 

convergence, then (5) is equal to 1# First# 

"ES ^Jl%jn 11x|®~ly^ ■£ 1 # 
> 03 

for otherwise there exists a positive sueh that for 

an infinite sequence of sets [ m , 

v(vy 

I > (l+e5 

It would therefore be possible to find a point (x0sy0) 

such that |x0|
4tx \ » \y0(<|yl # and 

, (vJ fvJ , >T° 
I *#>£) | Nm NB > <£ > > l

* 

whence , , 
(Vj (• 

Z l«mnU*e'm 1*0' n - ^ | ly°r S 0° * 



This contradicts the hypothesis that the point (x,y) 

is on the boundary of the region of absolute convergence# 

In the seme way, if 

\ I    —- 
Kiri |ajnnl(x\m lyin < 1, there exists a 

^ N 

positive & sueht that 

l^ralN* (y(n s (1 - € )^ for ^ 

hence a point (x0,y0) such that | x01 > (x|, |y0 (-> ( y ( . * 

and . 
A 

l^nnll^® |yola d (1-1) (m+n « X , 
Then 

X 
2|<wl M-iyo!" ^ 

which contradicts the hypthesis that (x,y) is on the 

boundary « Therefore the boundary of a region of absolute 

convergence is the manifold determined by the equation, 

Ixlm (y(a ~ 1 S 0* 

As is stated in the corollary on page 5*6 , every 

function analytic in a Reinhardt region is analytic in 

the' complete Reinhardt region determined by it# Hence 

a Reinhardt region which is not complete cannot be the 



natural domain of existence of an analytic function. 

The question thus springs to the mind, what regions 

can be natural domains of existence of analytic functions? 

It is the punpose of the next chapter to discuss this 

question* 



CHAPTER 4 

Domains of Existence 



Itt the theory of functions of one complex variable, 

there is a theorem due to Wcierstrass and proved by 

Range that to an arbitrary continuum T of the complex 

z plane there correspond functions of s which are analyytie 

at every point of T and which furthermore can not be 

continued analytically over a single boundary point of 

f. Such a theorem can not hold for functions of more 

than one variable# In particular* (64) if the domain 

of existence of an analytic function of two complex 

variables has for its boundary a three dimensional 

manifold satisfying certain conditions of regularity, 

there is a differential expression involving the partial 

derivatives of the first member of the equation of the 

manifold* which must be non-positive# It is then an 

interesting and pertinent question: what types of 

domains may be natural domains of existence of analytic 

functions of two independant complex variables? 

A domain is said to be a natural domain of existence 

if there exists a function f(x#y) analytic in D and 

singular at every point of the boundary of D» Such a 

domain is also termed a maximum domain by H* Cartan 

(53* p* 48)* , 



A theorem of P. Thullen (75) has an important 

bearing on the questions 

Theorem of Thullen 

Let 0 by any region such that for every point 

P:(x0,yc) of the boundary there is a function analytic 

in 0 and singular at P* Then the region D is such that 

there is a function analytic in D and singular at every 

point of the boundary of 0* 

Proof 

First, let f (x,y) be a function analytic in 0 

and singular at F* If f is expanded in a power series 

about any point (i , tj) in 0, 

f(x,y) ■ *» £%n(^ » )m(y® 

then the coefficients 6^,(1 » rj) are analytic functions 

of (^ , Vj) in D, as is seen from the formulas 

^ ^ 9 f (z. / )^l(y- dx dy 

where Cj, Cg are circles with centers ^ and ^ 

such that (£ t rj ) is contained in 0, and C^, Cg are 

contained entirely in 0« 



Roughly, the first steps will be to construct 

(\3sing these functions ^ ) ) a function g 

analytic in 0 and bounded by unity in a certain subregion 

D* of D, and exceeding a given bound at a certain 

point of D - 0*, 

For every <? > 0 denote by the region consisting 

of all points of 0 at a distance greater than €• frcra 

the boundary of D, Let M denote the bound of the function 

f in D6/ , If (\ , . n) is any point of D e and if the 

circles C,, C of (1) are taken to he 
1 2 

h-l | - ^ . b->)l '■ fn • 
then the path of integration is certainly contained in 

D c- and hence 
4 

W 1^0.n)l < 
this holding for every point (j * vy) in D 6 « Hoxt 

let S|:(x’ ,y’) be any point of 0 such that 

* fK I y* - Yo I$ ^ t si»c® i** 

distance from P is less than or equal to e/8, it is 

exterior to D (indeed to De/ )* Since f is singular 
'x' 

at P, 
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lira 
\ m £W*n -► o<3 

x*,y*5 (x*-x0)
ia(7*~y0)

n | '' = 1. 

Hence there is a set ^ mV8}    )4 

«is —*■ ©* » ns <*? , as s «g t such that 

I Vs 

IVY,
S (x»~x0)

mS (y’-y0)
nS I * > I, 

where ms •*• ns s X s« From this it follows that 

(3) la, yS',y')|> ft/ CSi?) S (4#) \ 
1
 VA A l $ £ 

Define 

g«(K#y) « ,.k*d. 

M (iil) \VNS +vy 

Then from (l), (2) and (S) respectively, it is clear 

that 

(i) gg(x#y) is analytic in D. 

(ii) )gs(3£,y)l < 1 in D ^ * 

(iil) |gs(s‘,y*)|> H * gaf t n.r for a fixed 

(x%y*) in 0 - De f and jgg(K,,y*)| c^> as s —*0$* 

These results show that for every positive e and for 

every positive H> there is a function g analytic In 

D and hounded by unity in De and a point Q in D - De 

such that J g(Q) | ^ R* 



Let |PvJbe a sequence of points everywhere dens© 

on the boundary of D* Then, from the preceding, it is 

clear that there exist sequences £DV ], j , 

f S v (x»y)j possessing the properties new to be 

designated, 

(a) ] is a sequence of subregions of D such 
J o* 

that DC DV4.,C##* , D ' s r Dv j 
/ 

(b) is a sequence Cf points in D such that 

(i) ?Qv] c- 0^ - Dv 

(ii) the distance (Pv , Q v ) -* 0 as 'v — 'o j 

(c) [s> is a sequence of functions such that 

(i) gy (x,y) is analytic in D, 

(ii) I (x,y) | is singular at Pv 

(iii) Jg>(x,y)| < 1 in Dv , 

(iv) j g v ^ * 

Define now 

this product converges absolutely in D since 

gv (s,y) 
S v <Q v ) 

in D y j 

it defines an analytic function in D» Purthermore, 



?(Qv) s o , 
Since the set of points 

the boundary of D and since the distance (Pv 4 Qv )—»• 0 

as v-»> O<J # it is clear that eyery point P on the boundary 

of D is a limit point of a sub-sequence of the points Qv • 

It is desired to show that P(xfy) $ which is analytic in 

D, is singular at every point of the boundary of D* 

Assume for the moment that F(x*y) is analytic at some 

point P* on the boundary of D» Then P is analytic 

in a neighborhood TJ* of P* , and for every point in 

the intersection of V* and the boundary of D, the 

function P is zero (since each of these points is a 

limit point of the sequence £Qv] j * Henc'e F s 0, 

which is a contradiction* 

H* Cartan and P* Thullen (37) have ginen an 

alternative proof* The proof given here is based on 

their procedure* 

Theorem 

if D is a domain such that whichever point P on 

its boundary is chosen there is a function f(P,x#y) 

analytic in D and singular at P» then there exists a 

function Cf (x,y) which is analytic in D and singular 

at every boundary point. 

v ~ i,a, •*., 

] is everywhere dense on 
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Two lemmas will first be proved* 

Lemma 1 

If D is a domain and DQ is a subdomain lying inside 

D, it is possible to define a dicylindrical distance 

between D0 and the complement of D, whibh will be called 

r* low if M lies in 0 but not in DQ, and it is 

known that for every f which is analytic in D 

\f(M) j < max jf(Do) j t then every function which is 

analytic in D is continuable and analytic in the 

dicylinder about M of radius r# 

The dioylindrical distance r isdefined as followss 

around every point (x0,y0) of D0 construct the dicylinder 

If P is any point of D0, then from Cauchy’s integral 

theorem, 

1 ^m*n f(p) 
4 

ttl n! 



provided p r, for then B^f' C D. low these partial 

derivatives of f are also analytic functions,ans so their 

values at 1 are less than their maxima in DQ. 

Consequently, 

, vvr\-rA I 

JL  ^ f(M) A(f ) 
ml nf \ \ - p 

Expanding f in a Taylor’s series about U in a 

dicylinder of radius <- p , it is clear that f is 

convergent also in this region* Since this is true 

for any pc r, it follows that f Is analytic in 

the dicylinder of radius r about M, which 

proves the lemma# 



Lemma 2 

Under the conditions of the previous lemma, it is 

also true that max |f(x,y)( in the p-dicylinder about 

M is less than or equal to max |f(D<f )[ • 

If P is in this dicylinder and its distance from 

. i 
M is j? * then the estimate shows us that 

| f (P) j £ — jy^jL , Consider now 
(1 -* K) 

(x,y) where p is a positive integer? this is also 

analytic, and consequently 

fP (P) < AP(P ) 

' a - epa 
or |f(p)l < 

x t)..... 
(i -k)"/p 

By taking p sufficiently large, it is possible to make 

the denominator as near 1 as is desired. Hence 

| f(P)| < A(^> ) . 

Proof of theorem   

Take a sequence of points everywhere dense on 

the boundary; then choose a sequence of points f QVJ, 

and of domains such that 

(i) C DNtl C (D 5 ^ Dw » Dj 

(ii) Q D-D ? 
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(ill) | Qv ' Pv i 0 ; 

(IT) the dicylindrical distance of Dw from the 

complement of 1) is greater than [QV « pv ( . 

This can be done by choosing first the P’s, then 

alternately D*s and $’s,— Dj, Dg, Qg, — at each 

stage seeing that all conditions are fulfilled. That 

is, choose Dv to contain Dv_, and Qv_, ; then choose 

Q ^ outside Dv and nearer to Pv than the distance of 

D-v from P. It is then clear that it is possible to . 

have | Qv - Pv j -*■ 0, and also to have the DM *s 

exhaust D * 

Now from lemma 1, for each Q w there is a 

f v (x,y) such that j fv(Qv )| "> max | fv (Dv ) | , If 

this were not the case, every f analytic in D would be 

extendable into a certain dicylinder about Qv ; the 

radius of the dicylinder is the distance of 0V from D. 

But from condition (iv) this dicylinder will contain , 

Consequently every function analytic in D would be 

extendable past Pv which contradicts the hypothesis 

that for every boundary point there is a function 

singular at it and analytic in D* 

So for every Qv there is a f v (x,y) having 

this property. It is possible to normalize fv so 



that max | fv (Dv )\ s 1; then (f-yCQ^)! 2 qv7l. 

Hew define 

Cp (x,y) a £ 
v= » AT (*»y)* where 

the lv will be defined later recurrently. 

First, if P is in D, then it is contained in some 

Dp# and consequently in every Dv for ^ 'i- p (cond. (i)) 

But in 0^ , max | f (x,y) [ s 1, so that after a 

finite number of terns |f -y(P) j i 1, and the series 

converges absoMtely* Hence CP (x,y) is analytic in. D» 

It merely remains to choose the §v *s in such a 

way that Cf(xty) diverges at every boundary point. This 

is done by making | ($ (Q,v) (with ^ . But 

| 0 (Qv) l * 
1 

h/1' 
. t 

Vx-t-'V 
% («„■) V 

-z- 
YN>"V 

n n .) I * 
i 

so For n >v , C Dn, and so (Q v) 

that the last term is less than or equal to # 
•o'* rT 

The second term contains a finite number of 

expressions. Assuming that the for n <-~v have 

been chosen, it is possible to choose lv in such a way 

that the right hand side is larger than any positive number 



say v , since | fv (Qv ) \ - qv 7 1* 

the are everywhere dense on the boundary, there 

is a subsequence of which converges to any desired 

follows that (Q is singular at every boundary point of D, 

It is a consequence of this theorem that if D is 

not a natural domain of analytieity, there are points 

on its boundary where every function analytic in D is 

continuable* 

The theorem can be stated in a slightly different 

way; it is not always convenient to have to take P 

lying on the boundary of D, so the theorem is given 

in this form: 

Theorem 

If D is a domain, and P-y is a sequence of points 

lying outside D, whose closure includes the whole boundary 

of D, and if also it is known that to each Pv corresponds 

a f-y (x,y) analytic in D but not analytic in the whole 

of any dicylinder containing P whose center liesin 0, 

then there exists a (x,y), analytic in D and singular 

at every boundary point. 

point on the boundary* Since diverges, it 



The proof is precisely the same as beforej if, in 

the choosing of Qv *s nnd Dv *s, it is found that Pv is 

too far from D to allow having ] Qv ~ Pv [ less than 

the distance of D-y from D, this Pv is omitted from the 

setuence, It is clear that the omission of any number of 

P3s lying far away from, D will not affect the property 

of haveing their closure include the boundary* 

H« Cartan (32,33) speaks of a natural domain of 

existence of an analytic function as a maximum domain, 

giving the definitions a domain D is a maximum domain 

if there exists at least one function f(x,y) analytic 

in D and not continuable outside 0* 

Maximum circular domains 

As has been seen, every function f(x,y) analytic in 

a circular domain D not branched at the origin admits 

a development in a seriesof homogeneous polynomials 

f(x,y) « ^ PnU»y) 

uniformly convergent in a. neighborhood of each point of 

0* Usingthis result, it was seen that D is necessarily 

univalent (convention. (A) ), and that f(x,y) is analytic 

in the smallest star-circular domain containing 0* . .It 

follows that in order for a eirculard domain tobs 

maximum, it must be star-circular* It will be seen that 

this condition is not sufficient* 



Suppose there is given a rriori a series of 
oO 

homogeneous polynomials 21.Fn(x,y) , Pn(x,y) being 
Y\= t) 

of degree n, Hartogs (44) proved the following theorem: 

If the series ^ x,y) converges at all the points 

of a domain, the total domain of convergence -£> contains 

the origin in its interior, and it is a domain of uniform 

convergence. Here the total domain of convergence is, 

by definition, the set of points (xQSy0) such that &t 

the point (x0,y0) and at all its neighboring points, 

the series converges* To say that A iis a domain 

of uniform convergence is to say that the convergence 

is uniform in a neighborhood of each interior point of A 

The domain of convergence is evidently a star-circular 

domain. 

Theorem 

The total domain of convergence of the series 

i FnU.y) 
* = o 

is a maximum circular domainj reciprocally, every 

maximum circular domain is the'total domain of convergence 

of a certain series of homogeneous polynomials. 

Proof 

The second part of the statement is immediate: 



let A be a maximum circular domain, and let f(x,y) 

be a function analytic in A and not oontimiable outside 

f(x,y) has a development ^Pn(x,y) which evidently 

admits A as the total domain of convergence* 

The first part of the theorem is more difficult to 

establish* Let ^Pn(x,y) be a series of homogeneous 

polynomials} and A its total domain of convergence. It 

is desired to shew that A> is maximum* 

Let Aj, Ag, Ap, i*.*. be a sequence of 

positive numbers strictly increasing to infinity, and 

let " 9f‘"' be a sequence of positive numbers 

strictly decreasing to zero. Let E^ be the set of 

points (x,y) on which, for each n , 

[pn^x»y)l < Ap* 
I 

and let £ j, be the domain formed, by the interior 

t 
oo'nts of 8_. Take the homothetic sets Ep afil Ap. 
| I 

of Ep and Aj, with respect to the origin and the 

ratio 1»>J } the set Ep is the set of points (x,y) 

in whichs># for each n, 

|pn(x,y)| < ipd-'jf)11 

and A*is the domain formed of the interior points of B , 
r P 
Each point of Ah is evidently interior to A , 



Reciprocally, each point; (xo»Yo) of A is interior to /), 

if p is large enough# The series 2 Pn(x ,3'-) converges 

uniformly in a neighborhood of (x0sy0) j thus l?n(>*»y)l 

has an upper bound independent of n and of the point 

(x,y) near (x0,yo), Take an integer q sufficient^ 

Isrgg in order that Ag may be greater than this boundj 
i 

then the point (x0,yo) is interior to , and the point 

x s k x0 , y r k yG belongs to 6^ , for k sufficiently 

near 1» 

Choose f (p q) large enough so that the point 

x s <£S~ t y a —%&■. 
1 -k ' 1 -k 

1 I 

belongs to j it vail then belong a fortiori to ^ j 

then (x0,y0) belongs to . 

Thus, the domain A is a limit of a sequence of 

domains A^ t interior to A » each of which contains 

the preceding* 

It is then asserted, that the domain & Whs the 

following property, to be called property (P) in the 

following! 

Property (P)s A domain A has the property (P) if, given 

an arbitrary sequence of regions ^ ^-Zj ~ ' interior 



to ^ and having no point of accumulation in A , it is 

possible tofind a function f(x,y)» analytic in A , 

which is 2ero on at least one point of each of the regions 

• Every domain £ which has the property (P) is a 

maximum, as the following argument shews: take a 

sequence of regions havfebg points of accumulation in 

every neighborhood of each boundary, point of the domain* 

The the corresponding f(x,y) is analytic at no boundary 

point of A • Suppose, on the contrary, that f is 

analytic at a boundary point M , hence at all the 

neighboring points of the boundary* Since each boundary 

point is a -limit point of points S in A where f s 0, 
lr 

the function f is zero at each point of the frontier 

near M0» On the other hand, it is known that an analytic 

function f(x,y) not identically zero, is zero on a 

finite number of regular characteristic manifolds, having 

a finite number of points of intersection} here, the 

boundary is composed of a. certain number of these manifold 

Let ? be a boundary point belonging toons and only one 

of these characteristic manifolds* In a neighborhood of 

P, f is zero only on the boundary* This is impossible, 

since f is zero at points Mp interior to A * The 

assumption that f is analytic at some boundary point of 

leads to a contradiction* hence is a maximum. Also, 



' every analytic transformation of a domain having property 

(P) has the same property, hence is maximum. 

To return row to the total domain of convergence 

of1; the series B^Xx,;/) and to the domains 6^ defined 

above| given the sequence of regions , it is possible 

to associate with each a domain £p such that Z ^ 
i 

is exterior to , in such, a way that p* becomes 

infinite with g, Por convenience, suppose p* m p» 

There evidently exists in ■Sp a point Xp, y^ which does 

not belong to Bp (because if all the points of belong 

to E , they would belong to -&j>). Since ^p»yp (in£p ) 

does not belong to Bp, there exists a value Up of n 

for which 

lpnp(vyw)l z 

p
np(*.y)l < yi-')[)nP 

, when, in £, r 

Put 

pnJx»y) „ , v 
Fnp(^p»yp) p ,y 

then 

V Vo5 “ and, in ^ 3-i P P 

hence, in 



It remains to form a convergent product 

%>(x#y) being a polynomial whose purpose is to insure 

convergence. For this purpose, consider « convergent 

series 2® j» of positive terns; since the series 

- log (1 - Qp) a Qp +|(Qp)?' + .... converges 

uniformly in Ap_, , it is possible to take a sufficient 

bumber of terms, so that the remainder will be less than 

Sp in. Zy, | the set of the first terns constitutes 

a polynomial Hp(x,y), -which makes the product (l) 

uniformly convergent in a neighborhood of each point of 

A • This completes the proof. 

The domain b satisfies not only property (P), 

but also a property (P*) s a domain A, satisfiest.be 

property (P1) if, given an arbitrary sequence of regions 

2Tp, interior to h , having no point of accumulation in A 

there is a function f(x,y), analytic in A , which is 

aero on the manifolds of the form 

Qp(x,y) * 1 (Qp homogeneous polynomials, p s 1, 

the manifold - 1 containing points interior to * 

Every maximum, circular domain satisfies (P1)# Theorem 



For If A is e. maximum circular domain, it is the 

total domain of convergence of a certain series of 

homogeneous polynomials, hence satisfies property (F*)♦ 

Corollary 

Every analytic transformation of a maximum circular 

domain is a maximum domain* 

Theorem 

In order that a univalent domain A , which contains 

the origin, may be circular and maximum, it is necessary 

and sufficient that, given an arbitrary closed domain A a 

in A , and an arbitrary hypersphere A exterior to A , 

there exist a manifold j Q(x,y) | s 1 (Q a homogeneous 

polynomial) exterior to AQ and having points interior 

to Z. * 

The condition is necessary. Let A be a maximum 

circular domain? it is the domain of convergence of a 

series 2! (x,y), Using the notation of the last 

theorem, if p is sufficiently large, .A0will be interior 

to Ap * But Hi. is exterior to Apend contains points 

which do not belong to E^ (if not, all the points of J£ 

belong to Ap). Let, then, (xQ,y0) be a point of 2 . 

which does not belong to Epj there exists a value of 

n for which 



|Fn(x0,y0)| 'i- Ap (1 , where in A , 

and a fortiori in Z. * 

|pn(^*y)l < Ap^ 

It is then sufficient to take 

°-(x,y) 
%(*,y) 

pn(xo#y0) 

The condition is also sufficient* To start, if a 

domain A satisfies the conditions of this theorems it 

is star-circular. Suppose the contrary, that there is a 

point (x0,y0) interior to A such that the point 

(kxojk^o) (Ik! * 1) is exterior to -A . It is then 

possible to find a closed domain A<> , interior to A 

and containing the point (x0,y0). By taking for Z a 

hypersphere of center (kx0, kyc) with sufficiently small 

radius, a contradiction is reached. 

Thus A is circular. It remains to see that A is 

maximum* A can be considered as a limit of a sequence 

of closed domains D^, D*, ,*«, each of which contains 

the preceding* Let be a sequence of 

positive numbers, strictly decreasing to sere. Let D 

by the set homothetic to D* with respect to the origin 
F 



and the ratio;: 1-2 If 
The dorm in A can also be 

V Let then considered as the limit of domains 

< p be a hypers^here exterior to D, and such that 

the ’nomothetic set Z. j, of “2.^ with respect to the origin 

and the ratio 3. — vj ^ is interior to D« Choose the 

hyperspheres such that each boundary point of A is 
* I 

s point of accumulation for the Z^( or, which is the 

same thing, for the 2j> )« From the hypotheses made on 
| 

1 

A * it is clear that with Dp and can be 

associated a homogeneous' polynomial Qp(x,y) of degree 

n_, such that the manifold 
F 

lQp(x»y)l t i 

is exterior to D2 and contains points interior to 2.^ . 

Then the manifold 

Qp(x»y) 
U-^p)

nP 
2 1 

will contain points interior to ^ , from which it 

follows, in Dp, 

°-Ptey) 

(l -«)”? 
> 

i - 2I)P 

1 ' 'If 
kB (kp< 1) 

It is then possible, as before, to form with the aid of 



a convergent product, a function f(x,y) analytic in A 

which is zero on an infinity of manifolds admitting eaoh 

boundary point of A as a point of accumulation* Then .A 

is maxi mum* 

Corollary 

Every circular domain .A which is the limit of 

a sequence of circular domains , each of which is 

maximum and contains the. preceding, is maximum* 

For, let A0 be a closed domain interior to A , 

and Z1 a hypersphere exterior to A * A*} is interior 

to Ap * If p is sufficiently large* Then there exists 

o. manifold |Q(x,y)( si, exterior to jflp (hence 

to A0), which contains points of ^7 ♦ 

Maxima Reinhardt regions 

The precedingtheory may be applied, with some 

simplifications, to maxima Reinhardt regions* Here the 

double Taylor's series play a primary role* The total 

domain of convergence of *» series ^ awn x® y*1 is a 

1 complete Reinhardt region, and it is a domain of unfform 

convergence. Then each maximum Reinhardt region is 

complete. But that is not oil* 



Theorem 

The total domain of convergence of a double Taylor?s 

series is a maximum Reinhardt region* reciprocally, every 

maximum Reinhardt region is the total domain of convergence 

of a certain double Taylor*s series* (Compare with the 

theorem on page 7^/), 

The theory of convexity, as developed chiefly by 

Behnke and Ihullen, also must play a role in any discussion 

of natural domains of existence* In proving an important 

result of this theory, the so-called "Continuity Theorem" 

will be used* 

Continuity Theorem 

Let A be a closed set in the plane of & such that 

the boundary B of A is a Jordan curve, and let Z be 

a region of pbinta y containing the point y s* 0* 

If a function f(x,y) is defined in neighborhoods of 

the points (x,0) for x on B and (x,^) for all x in 

A, where J-* 0, and is analytic at these points* 

then f(x,y) may be continued analytically throughout 

a complete neighborhood of (x,Q) for x in A* 

Proof 

Since f(x,y) is analytic for all points (x,0) 
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for x on B, it is possible to define the function 

F(x,y) * _/f(9,y) 

B 
This function will be analytic for x in A-B and y in a 

neighborhood N of .y S' 0. Since the points converge 

to y a 0, it is possible to find one point in the 

interior of II» By the analytic!ty of f(x,y) for y in 

a neighborhood of and for x in A, it is clear that 

for y in that neighborhood and for x in A-B, 

The function P{x,y) thus is the required analytic continuation 

of f(x,y)* 

Convexity 

A three-dimensional manifold F(xi,y£,X2,yg§ s 0 

(x s Xj + iy|, y * X2 * iyg) is said to be weakly convex 

tvroard P < 0 at a point P if there exists a two-dimensional 

analytic manifold (fl (x,y) s 0 through P and regular 

at P which, in a sufficiently small neighborhood, 

•possesses only points of F — 0, If, outside of P, 

the analytic manifold possessed only points of P f 0, 

then P a 0 is strongly convex toward P <” 0» 



In the work of Behnke and Thu lien (5), the concept 

of pseudoconvexity, defined as follows, ploys fin 

important role; a three-dimensional manifold 

F(x3>#y^,XgJ^g) r G is sMd to be pseudooonvex toward 

F < 0 at a point F if every two-dimensional analytic 

manifold (£' (x,y) is 0 through P and regulir at P 

possesses, in every neighborhood of P, points of F~ 0. 

The following three statements are equivalent: 

. .0. 

X F jg 0 is strongly convex toward F ^ 0. 

2° F g 0 is not pseudooonvex toward F > 0* 

8° F st 0 is totally pseudoooavexn toward F < 0 

(see Behnke and Thullen, loo* cit«, p. 29). 

[^Kote further that strong convexity toward F < 0 and 

pseudoconvexity toward F 0 are antithetical notions 

The importance of convexity properties is to a 

large extent based on the following theorem: 

Theorem 

A three-dimensional manifold F s 0 cannot be the 

natural boundary of an analytic function on the side 

toward which it is strongly convex* 

Proof 

Suppose F »■ 0 goes through the origin and is 

strongly convex toward F < 0 at the origin* It is then 



sufficient to show that any function analytic for F < 0 

in a neighborhood of the origin is analytic at the origin# 

Since F s 0 is strongly convex toward F < 0, there 

exists an analytic manifold through the origin forwhich 

F < 0 in a-neighborhood of the origin| after an analytic 

transformation it say be taken to be y #. 0* 

Let FT j |s| < r^ » |y| £ r2 be a dicylinder within 

which y r 0 ( and hence y s a^, for sufficiently 

small, supposing F continuous in K;>,y2) mates F < 0 

except at the origin} and further let the function K(x,y) 

be analytic in the intersection of ^ and F < 0} 

then certainly K will be analytic in the intersections 

of "IT and y» 0, y s a^ , except possibly at the origin* 

It is sufficient, then, to show that K is analytic even 

at the origin# 

Apply the continuity theorem, taking for A the 

region |x| <■ ^ < r^* Sine© the intersections 

of -if and y m 0, y '•* in which K is analytic, 

include the points (x,0) for lit I z f\ » and (x,a^) 

for |xl< ^1 , by the continuity theorem I is analytic 

also at the origin* This completes the proof of the 

theorem# 

In the light of the definition of pseudoconvexity 

in Behnke and Thullen (S) it is not difficult to derive 



the following corollary to the above theorem. 

Corollary 

If a three-dimensional manifold F ; 0 is the natural 

boundary of a function analytic in F ^ 0, then it is not 

strongly convex toward F ^ 0 and is in fact pseudoconvex 

toward F > 0* 



CHAPTER S 

Singularities and Merojtiorphic Functions 



Meromorphic functions 

A function f (x,y) is meromorphic in the domain D 

of the four-dimensional space if: 

(1) There is an exceptional point set B in D, not 

decomposing D; that is, D - E is connected* 

(2) f(x*y) is analytic in D - E* 

(3) Corresponding to any point of E there exists a 

neighborhood of the point and two functions g(x„y) and 

h(x,y) analytic in the neighborhood and such that 

f(%ty) ® J&iil) (the fraction being in its lowest 
k(x,y) 

terms) in the points of D - E lying in the neighborhood* 

The set E must be the minimum set having this property# 

(in order to clarify the definition, it will be well to 

note that an analytic function F is said to be divisible 

by an analytic function 3> G in a neighborhood of a 

point if there exists a third function {$ analytic in 

the neighborhood such that F a - Q in the neighborhood 

TITO functions 6 and H analytic in a neighborhood of a 

point are said to hhve 0 common factor if they are 

both divisible by the same analytic function in a 

neighborhood of the point). 



If at a point Pt (x^y*) of E, h(xr ,y’) £ 0, 

then P is said to ho a non-essential singularity of f(x,y)# 

Two cases may be distinguished t 

(1) g(x*>y*) ^ 0# As (x,y) -- (xSy1), 

Hx,y) — oO Such a singularity is celled p pole or 

non-essential singularity of the first kind» 

(2) gCx^y1) a 0, In this ease, if °< is any 

preassigned number, f(x,y) assumes the value in 

a neighborhood 88 (x,y)» For consider the manifold 

on which h(x,y) ^ 0. The function 

(x,y) » g(x,y) - c* h(x,y) will vanish 

at some point of this manifold; for if it did not, i.e», 

if Cf (x,y) vanished only where h(x,y) » 0, g(x,y) 

would also vanish at such points# Thus On the manifold 

(p (x,y) ; 0, h(x,y) and g(x,y) would vanish together, 

implying that they had a factor in common, contrary to 

the fact that f(x,y) « g(x,y)/ h(x,y) is in its lowest 

terms#, Thus there is a point (x0,y0) at which h(x0,yQ) k 0 

- »<h(xo(yo) r 0,: so that 

f(=‘0'y°) = hU'y”) = ^ * 
A point suoh as (x*,y’$ is called a point of 

indeterminacy, or a non-essential singularity of the 

second kind# 



The question has long been considered of how one 

Can know when a function of two complex variables, 

meromorphie in a domain D* can be expressed as the 

/ 

quotient of two functions analytic in Q. Poincare 

first showed that a function meromorphie in the finite 

space is always the quotient of two entire functions* 

Given a domain 15 of four-diwensional space, it will be 

convenient to say that the theorem of Poincare is true 

for D if every function meromorphie in D is the quotient 

of two functions analytic in D# In his research on 

the problem of Poincare, Cousin (40) formulated two 

more general problems: 

First problem of Cousin 

Suppose the domain D is covered by a denumerable 

infinitude of regions interior to D, end that in 

each D- there is defined a meromorphie function f^j 

suppose also that if the domains Dj_ and D.. have a 

common part D^, the difference f^ » is analytic 

in The problem is to find a function F, meromorphie 

in D* such that in each , the difference F - f^ is 

analytic# 

Second problem of Cousin 

With, the same hypotheses as in the first* except 



that the f^ are replaced by functions analytic in 

D^, and that in each D*^ the quotient is 

supposed analytic and non-zero. The problem is to 

find a function , analytic in D, such that in each 

the quotient ^f(S}^ is analytic and non-zero. 

If a domain D is such that the first ( or second) 

problem of Cousin has a solution, the first (or second) 

theorem of Cousin will be said to be true for the domain 

0, 
It is evident that if the second theorem of Cousin 

/ 

is true for a domain, the theorem of Poincare is true 

for the domain. The converse is not neeessaryily true. 

Using the preceding terminology, the results of 

Cousin may be summarized as follows: if D is the topological 

product of two univalent regions, situated respectively 

in the planes of the two complex variables, the first 

theorem of Cousin is true for D* If also all the 

product domains are simply conneoted( except perhaps 

one), the seoond theorem of Cousin is true, and, a fortiori, 
/ 

the theorem of Poincare. 

Theorem of Cousin 

Let B be a generalized dicylinder covered by a finite 

number of open sets U^, Let f^ be a function meromorphic 



in % end such that in Uj, and f > differ by an 

analytic function. Then there exists a function f 

mero/Dorphic in R which in differs from by an 

analytic function. 

This means essentially that in each th there is 

an exceptional set for some function} and on 

overlapping portions the exceptional sets coincidej 

then over the whole of R there is a roerorp. orphic function 

whose exceptional set is exactly the sum of the original 

exceptional sets* 

Lemma 

Consider a single variable %% in the a plane take 

a simple aro A and a function f(z), analytic in a 

domain D containing the arc A, Consider 

g(a) is analytic over the whole plan© except for A, 

Take a0 on A and end Eg near s0 on different sides 

of A* Then 

zl*z2 "*■ So 

Take a circular region about aQr lying in D, and 

choose sj and ag in this circle* A is now divided into 

lim 



A-^ and Ag outside this circle, and A0 inside* Then 

As before, g^ and gAg are analytic at z0, and a 

fortiori continuous, so that 

[s(2i - s(^)] -- ,«», [SA0(*I) - eAo(^ 

Bow let BQ be that one of the two arcs injfeo -which the 

circle is divided by A, suchthat C e A0 + B0 is a 

closed curve containing z^ and not containing Zg» In 

the same way form gB which -will also be continuous at 

zQ, Then 

lim fgo<«x) “ «C(*2)] = lim [%0^
2l) 

- lim ^g(fcj) - g(zg)"j • 

/ N 1 

But g0\S) is a count cur integral 

' SA0(*g)] 

f *0 ) <*i 

{ j * S 

This is zero for z lying outside C and is equal to f(z) 

for z lying inside* Since zg Jbes outside and z, inside, 

ScCs^) - 



Thus Itm fg(zi) - g(zg)J a 11m [gfjUj) “ SC(^J 

— £(&Q) * 

Proof of theorem 

The domain D is covered by open sets Gj 5 a 

refinement of this covering is another covering by sets 

suoh that every lies entirely in at least one 

Th . Gonsider a closed cubic refinement of the 

covering, in which each is a closed cube in the 

four-dimensional space, all the cubes having the same 

size* There is no difficulty concerning the interior of 

D in this covering, but it may not be possible to cover 

the whole domain right up to the boundary, This is 

immaterial sinoe it can clearly be approximated to as 

closely as desired# 

Take the cubes having their edges in the x and y 

planes, and it is clear that this covering gives square 

coverings of the factor domains Di» Dgj that is, the 

cubic partial covering of D has a s a projection on 

a covering of by squares, and equally ait D„, 

In fact the covering Of D may be defined as the product 

of these coverings* 



Consider BOS'/- the product of the squares in by 

one particular sguare Cp in Dg# This gives a number of 

cubes in the four-space, all contained in. D, each lying 

entirely in seme tfy, To each cube can therefore bp 

assigned one of the meromorphic functions f^l The 

common face of two adjoining cubes must be in the common 

part of the U*s corresponding to the cubes, and consequently 

in any small neighborhood of the face, the two functions 

will differ by an analytic function* Since the subset 

thus chosen can be fairly represented by the squares of 

the Dj covering, it will be sufficient to consider them; 

hold y fast and consider the function as being a meromorphic 

function in a square of D^, so that in each square is 

defined a meromorphic function fp(x); around the common 

line between Sp and Sq, fp - fq is analytic. 

Let fpq be the arc common to and Sqj an 

orientation of Dj and a suitable convention will yield 

i L n “ * V Form 

Cf . M ! '* 
This is analytic everywhere exoept on JpOj • It is clear 

that (f a ($an • Consider now 
7 

Consider now 



the sum of all the integrals over all the lines of the 

figure. ^ is analytic inside any S j and from the lemma 
P 

the saltus between <£• in S_ and d) in S„ is 
P q 

fq(x) - f (x), an analytic function* 

From the expression for the saltus it is evident that 

if the function is continued around any closed curve 

not passing through a vertex of the figure, it must return 

•with the value with which it started out. Since further 

the value of J& is bounded everywhere, the vertices 

cannot be singular points# 

Now . J8 .+ fp is Hteronorphic in S^, being the sum 

of a meromorphic and an analytic function; 3) + fq is 

meromorphie in Sq. From the theorem on the saltus of SP , 

it foil ws that ( + f ) is continuahle into ( 31 + f~) 
P • ^ 

in across ^'p<| . In this way is defined a function- 

in each Sp, rosromorphic in it and differing from fp by ' 

an analytic function, which is meromorphic over the whole 

set of squares. 

Translated into terms of the four-space, corresponding 

to each square in Dg, (C^) there is a meromophic funotion 

defined over all the cubes having it as e factor. Wow 

apply precisely the same argument to show that all 

these functions may be joined to form one "universal" 



sieromorphie function differing from each original one 

by an analytic function in its cube. Now to any cubic 

subdivision there may be points not covered, hence 

points for -which the theorem has not yet been -"roved. 

However, given any point, it is possible to subdivided 

sufficiently finely so as to include it, and so 

deduce that the theorem holds all over D* 

The next theorem is an entirely analogous theorem 

about analytic functions? if an analytic function fj is 

defined in every arid if their zeros coincide in 

overlapping pottiens, then e function f can he found, 

analytic in the whole domain, and having the combined 

zeros of the individual f’s. Again the domain is a 

generalized dicylinder, with the additional restriction 

that here only one of the factor domains may he multiply 

connected. 

Theorem 

Let D be the product of Dj and Dg, domains of the 

x and y planes respectively, being simply connected. 

Suppose D is covered by open sets TJ-p, and in each IT^ 

is defined a function fj, analytic over it, such that in 

« Uj, f|/ fj. is an analytic function having no zeros* 

Then there exists a function f such that f/f^ is 

analytic in and has no zeros there* 



The proof follows precisely the same lines as the 

previous theorem. Take a cubic refinement of the Uj 

covering and consider the product of with a fixed 

square of Dg. If and Sq are adjoining squares in 

Dq, then on , their common line, f^/fq is -analytic 

and has no zeros, end therfore log fp - log fq is analytic 

on -^>7 * As before, form 

s |r (x) , where 

f log £qU ) - log fp(-J ) i tZ J ■■■» *    r— d J 9 

4?j - x 

1
 i 

^ (x) 

(*) 

flog fq(x) « log f (x)J is of course many-valued, so 
Jr 

choose here any one determination* When all these 

choices have been made, 42 is uniquely defined in 

the interior of each square, and is analytic there. 

It is single-valued in the squares because D^is a. simply 

connected domain. How the square represents the product 

of this square by a square of Dg, which is still simply 

connected. Again it is clear that the saltus in 

crossing from Sp to Sq is precisely jrlog fq(x) - fog fp(x)"J 

so that continuing dong any closed path in D^, the function 

*07 returns to the same determination, provided the path 

passes through no vertices. But even the vertices cause 



no trouble, since in a neighborhood of any vertex 

is analytic, bounded, and single-valued# 

jU(*J 
Cosider now e j this is analytic in each cube 

and has no zeros, and the ssltus in crossing from S_ 

to Sg is fq(x)/ fp(x), so that the function f may 
. sElxj 

be defined as fp(x) e in Sp. This continues 

. . 3I<KJ 
into fg(x) e in passing into Sq, so that f is 

a continuous, analytic function over D-j_* The particular 

determination chosen for log fj 

immaterial, since the difference would merely have been 

a multiple of 2-77 it which would have disappeared when 

was raised to be the exponent of e* Also f 

, . 3<XJ 
has the same zeros as £p(,x) in Sp since e has 

no zeros# 

In extending this, consider the product of the 

sets of squares in Dg with D^* In the argument us© la 

made of the fact that Dj and therefore the individual 

regions are simply connected# Dg may have any type of 

connectivity# The process of taking successively smeller 

refinements is again used to include all the points of 

the domain B* 

- log t an is 



loi 

In considering the problem of Cousin for domains more 

general than those considered, by Cousin, it is seen that 

the theorems of Cousin are not true for all domains, even 

if simply connected. It Is then natural to look for 

necessary and sufficient conditions that the theorems of 

Cousin may be true, Carton (38) states the following theoremss 

Theorem 1 If the first theorem of Cousin if true for 

D, it is » domain of snalytici£y( that is, the total domain 

of existence of a certain analytic function)# This gives 

a necessary condition. For a sufficient condition, 

Theorem 2 If a domain B is convex * with respect to 

polynomials or to rational functions, the first theorem 

of Cousin is true for D, 

This result, much more general than that of Cousin, 

is obtained by a method analogous to his; but it is 

necessary to use the integral of Andre Weil (80*81) where 

Cousin used only the integral of Cauchy (for one variable)* 

* Let B be the product of all domains of enslyticity of a 

class of functions. The domain 0 is convex with respect to 

this class if: (l) D is contained in Bj (2) If B0 is any 

region completely interior to 0, and r the minimum distance 

between the boundaries of B0 and 0, then to each point M of D, 

whose distance from the boundary of 0 is less than r, corresponds 

a function of the class (analytic and bounded in 80) such that 

max 1f(B0)\ » 



For certain types of domains (circular domains, 

Hartogs domains*) the conditions of theorems 1 and Z 

are equivalent (see 37), and thus give, for these domains, 

necessary and sufficient conditions that the first theorem 

of Cousin be true* 

The or ess 3 : Let D be a domain for which the first 

theorem, of Cousin is true. If also D is a "star" 

(cf, star-circular domains) domain, of if D is a 

Hartogs domain, the second theorem of Cousin is true 

for D» 

Theorem 3, combined 'with certain properties of the 

domain of meromorphism, gives the following result: 

Theorem 4 : The theorem of Poincare is true for all 

circular domains "nd all Hartogs domains* even when the 

theorems of Cousin are not true. 

In particular, the theorem of Poincare is true for 

the hypersphere, though for this domain the two theorems 

of Cousin do not hold. 

A Hartogs domain is the open set of points (x,y), where 

x is interior to a univalent domain S , and jy| < ft(x), 

where R(x) is a positive function defined in ^ • 
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